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Course Description
This course will introduce PhD students to the fundamentals of crafting a research design in the
Social Sciences. A well-thought and carefully designed research plan is the key to a good dissertation. The research design specifies how you are going to carry out your research project and,
particularly, how to use empirical evidence to answer your research question. This course is designed to introduce students to the core issues involved in developing a sound research design.
We will first cover basic issues of crafting a research design such as finding a research question,
conceptualization and measurement. Afterwards we will talk about different research design
types such as large-N quantitative studies, small-N case studies and a combination of both in
mixed methods research designs involving a wide variety of quantitative and qualitative methods. Afterwards, we will talk about publication strategies in order to prepare PhD students for
publishing their work as articles in international journals and as books in international publishing
houses. Finally, students will present their own research designs in the light of the different design strategies discussed in the seminar. Students will learn about different types of research
designs and become aware of the trade-offs involved in choosing a particular design. Students
will develop their own ideas about potential research designs in the framework of their dissertations and are expected to actively participate in the seminar meetings.
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